Q88 POSITION LIST

A collaborative position platform, Q88 offers tanker brokers a faster, simpler and more complete view of the global tanker supply - in the office and on the go.

**Key Benefits**

- Swift updating of positions
- Simple navigation of the position platform using any standard web browser
- Ability to search and report positions on the fly using mobile app
- Accurate underlying vessel technical data based on industry standard vessel data
- Simple reporting functionality with flexible formats
- Improved accuracy of suitable vessel supply in load port using intake calculator
- Accurate projections based on industry standard distances
- Follow-the-sun support network acknowledged for superior customer service

**Key Features**

- Sharing capabilities with other tanker brokers belonging to the Q88 Position List community
- Technical vessel data backed by industry standard Q88.com
- Accurate distances provided by AtoBviaC
- AIS positions provided by VesselTracker.com
- Detailed search and saved search functionality
- Customizable ballast areas
- Flexible reporting options
- Intake calculator
- Voyage estimator
- Fixture tracking